TOUR ONE

Wireless over-ear noise cancelling headphones

Control your environment, power your productivity.
Take control of your environment and power your productivity with incredible JBL Pro Sound.
Boasting a smart, intuitive interface, superior performance, and sleek design, JBL Tour One
headphones seamlessly eliminate distractions in real time with True Adaptive Noise Cancelling,
so you can focus on your works or immerse yourself in music. Tune in or tune out surrounding
noises and voices with Smart Ambient, and make crystal clear calls, even in noisy and windy
environments all with the touch of a button. Hi-Res audio certification, supporting frequencies up
to 40kHz, ensures an ideal listening experience all day with a whopping 50 hours of maximum
playback. Make the most out of the JBL Tour One features with the free App.

Features
True Adaptive Noise Cancelling
JBL Pro Sound, Hi-Res certified
4-mic Technology for Accurate and
clear voice call
Ambient Aware & TalkThru
Boost your productivity
Up to 50 Hours of Music Playback
Hands-free Voice Control
Make the most out of your headphones
with the free JBL App

TOUR ONE

Wireless over-ear noise cancelling headphones

What’s in the box:

Features and Benefits
True Adaptive Noise Cancelling
Struggle to find “your” space? Create your ideal environment with JBL Tour One True Adaptive Noise
Cancelling. Immerse yourself in music, block out unwanted noises and focus on your goals. The Noise
Cancelling level adjusts to the change of environment in real time, should you decide to go for a walk.
JBL Pro Sound, Hi-Res certified
From rich, punchy bass to thrilling top notes, your music will always sound amazing thanks to the
dynamic 40mm dynamic drivers. JBL Tour One headphones are Hi-Res audio certified, supporting
frequencies up to 40kHz, to ensure that your music always sounds the best that it possibly can.
4-mic Technology for Accurate and clear voice call
Enhance your voice, eliminate the noise. The JBL Tour One is equipped with 4 mics on the earcups
to offer superior call quality. 2 adaptive beamforming mics ensure that the voice reproduction is
clear and accurate; acoustic echo cancellation technology suppresses any echoes and cancels
noises. Feel the pleasure of a face-to-face conversation, in every meeting or call.
Ambient Aware & TalkThru
Stay alert to the sounds of the world around you while enjoying your music with Smart Ambient
technology. Or have a quick chat with a friend or colleague without having to turn off your tunes with
TalkThru. Control these features with a simple touch of a button and fine-tune them via the App.
Boost your productivity
JBL Tour One can help you create an ideal world where you can fully focus on your tasks. In need of
some quiet space? Create a silence bubble with SilentNow where NC is activated but music is off.
This also helps you saving battery time, as does Auto Off, that switches off your headphones after a
period of time set by you. Or get help in waking up with My Alarm, fine-tune the sound output with
Smart Audio & Video and automatically pause your headphones when taking them off with
Auto-Pause. All these features are controlled via the My JBL Headphones App.
Up to 50 Hours of Music Playback
Your JBL Tour One headphones keep you connected all day long, boasting 25 hours of playback
with Noise Cancelling technology engaged and a whopping 50 hours with Bluetooth only.
Hands-free Voice Control
Activate your voice assistant with just a simple tap or hotword for easy access to your digital world
as accurate voice call technology ensures your commands are crystal clear. Voice prompts are
available in multiple languages.
Make the most out of your headphones with the free JBL App
My JBL Headphones App personalizes the soundtrack of your life: set up custom EQ,
switch on your Adaptive Noise Cancelling or adjust your Ambient Sound Control
settings. Download the App for free on your App store.

HARMAN International Industries, Incorporated
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 USA
www.jbl.com

1 x JBL Tour One headphones
1 x Type-C USB charging cable
1 x Carrying case
1 x Audio cable
1 x Flight adaptor
1 x Warranty/Warning (W/!)
1 x product QSG/1x Google Assistant set up
guide/1x Amazon Alexa set up guide/
Safety Sheet (S/i)

Technical Specifications
Driver size: 40mm/1.57" Dynamic Driver
Power supply: 5V 1A
Weight: 268g/0.59 lbs
Battery type: Li-ion battery (920mAh/3.7V)
Charging time (USB-C): 2 hrs
Music playtime with BT on and ANC off:
50 hrs
Music playtime with BT on and ANC on:
25 hrs
Frequency Response (Passive):
10Hz – 40kHz
Frequency Response (Active): 10Hz – 22kHz
Impedance: 32 ohm
Sensitivity: 95dBSPL@1kHz
Maximum SPL: 95dB
Microphone sensitivity: -35dBV/Pa@1kHz
Bluetooth version: 5.0
Bluetooth profile version: HFP V1.7,
A2DP V1.3, AVRCP V1.6
Bluetooth transmitter frequency range:
2.4 – 2.4835GHz
Bluetooth transmitter power: <8dBm EIRP
Bluetooth transmitter modulation:
GFSK, π/4DQPSK, 8DPSK
Maximum operation temperature: 45°C
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